We think today’s profound societal needs are best addressed when companies are part of the solution. For the leaders of tomorrow, now is the time to learn how business can both improve the world and make money while doing so.

The mission of the RICSI Student Advisory Group (SAG) is to provide networking, experiential, and learning opportunities that equip students for greater corporate social impact.

As a member, you will have the opportunity to work on key initiatives that support social innovation and RICSI goals, participate in dialogues with industry leaders on CSI, provide input and review RICSI strategic documents, promote a positive image for the Institute, and recommend adaptations and modifications to curriculum/programming/planning when necessary.

The Student Advisory Group will meet virtually bi-weekly. The deadline for applications is January 28th, 2022.

We hope you decide to help us make a social difference - apply now! https://forms.gle/r5kefRmcvfgN9kgu5